APPLICATION FOR RADICAL SANATION OF MARRIAGE

1. Name of man

2. Religion of man

3. Name of woman

4. Religion of woman

5. Date of attempted marriage

6. Reason for the invalidity of this marriage

7. Reason for the request of sanation instead of validation

8. Is the following documentation completed or gathered:
   a. Prenuptial investigation: for both ______ for husband only ______
      for wife only ______
   b. Baptismal certificates: for both ______ for husband only ______
      for wife only ______
   c. Other proof of freedom to marry if deemed necessary:
      for both ______ for husband only ______
      for wife only ______

9. List any canonical permissions or dispensations sought in the request for the sanation (e.g., permission for mixed religion marriage, dispensation from disparity of cult, etc.)

10. Are you certain that the consent of both parties continues to exist, that is, that they intend to persevere in married life? If so, how are you assured of this?

11. Has the Catholic party promised to continue to practice his/her religion and do all in his/her power to baptize and raise the children in the Catholic Church? Explain if necessary

I hereby recommend that a radical sanation of the marriage of the above parties be granted.

Please return to the Chancery Office when completed.

Signature of Priest or Deacon